Junior/Senior Pictures
You dressed up in your dapper
duds, and we took pictures.
Check them out.

Revisiting Roe v. Wade
Opinion explains how the Unborn Victims of Violent Acts Act (UVVA) conflicts
with existing laws.

Blood drive draws crowds
The American Red Cross praises
Liberty for its involvement
and compares it to several major
universities.
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As I am writing this, it is Easter Sunday. My mind has been going back to moments of my childhood, and all the Easter Egg hunts, posts with the bunny and carrots, the memories of the resurrection of our Savior has come to be tied in with past stuffed animals. I am not quite sure how this has happened. I can remember finding out my parents had lied about the Easter bunny around the same time as the tooth fairy myth came tumbling down. If they had thrown in Santa I would've no longer been able to live in such a terrible world. Seventeen was a rough age.

"It's not if you win or if you lose, it's how you play the game: That is a bold face lie. Nobody has ever signed a million dollar contract because he was a good sportsman."

"Good grades are important. I have never once been a CEO of a company what he got in trigonometry. Why? Because nobody cares once you get out of school. From there, it might as well be from the day one was in a kind of way. If you take a Candidate, who has honed his people skills by blowing off of going to the park with his buddies and is able to articulate his point of view because he has extensively argued on the doors about what a better movie, Billy Madison or Happy Gilmore, that student has a pretty job."

"We can't hurt more than it hurts you. I am not going to get even into this because I have a grade concept that has done a bad about this one. Just insert any pets you want into the mention. There are a few parental deceptions that I can't wait to tell them."

"You have to lead by example" when words can't fill space. Life isn't fair. Nobody has ever signed a million dollar contract because he was a good sportsman.

Last day of class is April 30! Work hard and finish the year strong! 385-1025

159.90

The best deal in Pre Paid Phone Cards!

Available one day only!
Purchases in the lobby of the Super 8 Hotel on Candlers Mountain Road Wednesday, 4/28 From the hours of 11:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M.

$25 OFF Let us cool you off this summer... Hurry! when you are going you're going!

Workers in the lobby of the Super 8 Hotel on Candlers Mountain Road Wednesday, 4/28 From the hours of 11:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M.
Relay for Life raises cancer awareness

The Liberty University hosted its first annual Relay for Life Friday night through Saturday morning. The event, which aimed to raise funds for the American Cancer Society (ACS), boasted early anticipation as the night moved forward, according to Sheila Wallis, the ACS official Web site. Wallis says she hopes that the Relay for Life will become a part of it...Making people aware of cancer.

Across the country, more than 3,800 communities host the Relay for Life. "We're educating people about different types of cancer," graduate student Amandia Lennman said. "The goal is to raise money for the ACS and educate the public."

A new study conducted by a group of environmental engineers at the University of Florida proves that cell phones are hazardous waste under the Federal Environmental Agency regulations.

"The bottom line is that when we tested these devices, in many cases they met the EPA definition for hazardous waste," said Elrod Bulloch, the lead investigator on the project.

According to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) there are no risks to cell phone use. The U.S. Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has reported that the RF exposure of cell phones is much lower than the exposure to microwaves and radio waves.

"We're aware of the potential that the use of cell phones could actually cause cancer. "Basically, they say that there is a high risk and whether or not we choose this as our personal hazard is up to us." Davis said.

According to an article in the Times of India, Cindy Bago, who is a environmental consultant for Bago Associates in California, believes that cell phones are hazardous waste, believing that cell phones emit hazardous materials that could have on the planet."We need to open this debate about the industry and in the public is safe and what we are doing with the phone," said Davis.

According to an article in the Times of India, Cindy Bago, who is a environmental consultant for Bago Associates in California, believes that cell phones are hazardous waste, believing that cell phones emit hazardous materials that could have on the planet. "We need to open this debate about the industry and whether it is safe and what we are doing with the phone," said Davis.
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According to an article in the Times of India, Cindy Bago, who is a environmental consultant for Bago Associates in California, believes that cell phones are hazardous waste, believing that cell phones emit hazardous materials that could have on the planet. "We need to open this debate about the industry and whether it is safe and what we are doing with the phone," said Davis.
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Attention Graduating Seniors
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE!

InService America (Forest, Virginia) is a nationally recognized telecommunications company which works with some of the largest ministries and non-profit organizations in the country. We offer a competitive compensation and benefits package. If you are a motivated individual looking for a great career, we are now accepting resumes for the following positions:

Account Executive
Web Developer
Report Manager (Crystal Reports)
Management Accountant
Corporate Trainer
RPG Programmer

Please attend the JOB FAIR at Liberty University on April 19th & 20th to find out more! A company representative will be available between 11am-3pm at the Demoss Center (by the library) or in the Career Center. Resumes may be accepted at the following address:
gfreshour@inserviceamerica.com or accepted at the Job Fair. You may also call 434-316-7448 to set up an interview time. Please include a cover letter with your resume and specify what position you are applying for. We look forward to meeting and speaking with you soon about an exciting career! To find out more, please review our company website at:
www.inserviceamerica.com

JUNIOR/SENIOR BANQUET
A Murder Mystery Dinner Theater

Come out and support the runners!

Excellent Lunch Buffet
Enjoy our Many Authentic Italian Dishes
$5.50 + Tax

Be Sure to Save Room for Milano's Mouthwatering New York Cheesecake & Tiramisu

Hours:
Sunday - Thursday 11:30am - 9:30pm
Friday 11:30am - 10:30pm
Saturday 4pm - 10:30pm

Try our Delicious Soups & Salads
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Liberty students make significant contribution to blood drive

By Andrew Martin
Sports Editor

Liberty students are saving lives, three each to be exact. Our unit of blood taken can help up to three people and LU students were coming out in full force last week to support a cause that could one day affect themselves.

"Liberty is a major player, they supply about 300 units per day for a three day period, that's a lot of blood from one place," Mark DeBello, post graduate and representative for the Appalachian Blood Region, said.

The American Red Cross with help from Circle K, a community service organization, plans the two drives per semester, which have seen about 90 students per day come out.

Circle K, a local organization, sponsors the drive through set-up of times and refreshments.

"Liberty is a major player, they supply about 300 units per day for a three day period; that's a lot of blood that's coming out," Petty said. Petty is one of the 10 representatives that serve the Appalachian region. She has next semester's dates picked out, September 14-16 and always keeps in mind the 56-day wait period when planning drives.

All blood types of course accepted, but regressive, the universal donor, is desired. Petty stated that 38 percent of people are O positive and 37 percent are O negative and a blood drive will inform you of your type if you are unsure.

SGA: Roberts wins a very close race

By Andrew Martin
Sports Editor

An atypical idea that Roberts proposed was that of creating an entertainment video spoof off of MTV Cribs. The show would be called LUTV Cribs and go into the homes of students, similar to "Meet the Family" that John Burch hosts almost every Wednesday.

Knight's main platforms consisted of implementing a soup kitchen with left-overs into their lives, similar to the soup kitchen with left-overs that Central Health alone uses 11,000 units per year; 180 per week. The region of healthcare professionals. Central Health alone supplies about 100,000 units per year and a day comes out.

An atypical idea that Roberts proposed was that of creating an entertainment video spoof off of MTV Cribs. The show would be called LUTV Cribs and go into the homes of students, similar to "Meet the Family" that John Burch hosts almost every Wednesday.

The Appalachian region, Lynchburg's region, Central Health alone supplies about 100,000 units per year and a day comes out.

The American Red Cross for four years has been awesome for four years. "Being with these people from the Liberty students make significant contribution to blood drive.

"Liberty is a major player, they supply about 300 units per day for a three day period; that's a lot of blood coming out," Petty said. Petty is one of the 10 representatives that serve the Appalachian region. She has next semester's dates picked out, September 14-16 and always keeps in mind the 56-day wait period when planning drives. All blood types of course accepted, but regressive, the universal donor, is desired. Petty stated that 38 percent of people are O positive and 37 percent are O negative and a blood drive will inform you of your type if you are unsure.

Consolidating loans proves beneficial

By Andrew Martin
Sports Editor

According to the Institute for Higher Education Policy, the average college graduate pays over $850 a month for loans. With all this money being thrown around, what can a new graduate do to increase his or her chances of making it through the first few months of their debt relative easily?

One of the things that can be done is consolidating their loans. This should be done within the six-month grace period. This loan companies offer recent graduates in order to get the best rates.

"Consolidating within the six-month grace period is giving you a lower interest rate," Shawn Newman, loan officer for Sallie Mae said. After that you get into the repayment process which are generally higher.

Sallie Mae is the nation's largest student loans leader in lending for educational purposes. They currently cost, on average, over seven million loans.

The only problem with this is that once the loan consolidation process is finalized, the grace period ends. The poor and cosigner must be weighed before anything is decided upon.

Currently, the interest rates are at an all time low. "Fixed rates this year are at the lowest in history, they need to be taken advantage of right away," Newman said.

These fixed rates are the type of interest rates that do not fluctuate over time. Once the lender and the borrower agree on this number, it will not change as long as the payments are received on time and are complete. Nor even fluctuation can change this number. It is set.

While the interest rates may be set, the total number of loans in a given month may not be set. Consolidating the loans will give the borrower one only pay ment per month. The monthly change will be more expensive, but it takes the stress off of the borrower and helps the graduate keep track of the monthly payments much easier.

It’s easier to track repayment history, that's definitely an advantage," former college graduate and current student Nathan Miskel said. He currently has a consolidated loan for him and his wife.

Another benefit of loan consolidation that goes hand in hand with the single payment is an increase in credit rating. This is very important for college graduates, who will inevitably need a good credit report to more easily borrow money should it be needed in a vehicle or a house. Without a strong credit report, it will be harder to secure the trust of the bank or lender.

All graduates who have loans must decide which one will best fit for them. There is no blanket rule for loan payment.

"I recommend talking to the specific lender about each loan to get the best understanding of all the options," Newman said.

TUNNEL: Digging in

Personal Tours By: July - 907-3624
Faye - 907-3620
Todd - 907-3623

www.langleyproperties.net

Due to lack of space, the Tunnel was not able to be as detailed as previous columns but the project is moving along steam-ingly and will be complete as scheduled.

The project is estimate to cost seven million dollars and will be the largest public tunnel in the United States and open to the public in the near future.
**In a courageous move to protect the unborn, President George W. Bush signed Senate Bill 1143, also known as the Unborn Victims of Violence Act (UWVA), into law April 1. This act provides that, under federal law, any person who causes death or injury to a child in the womb shall be charged with a separate offense, in addition to any charges relating to the mother." Bush said at the signing.

This new law is necessary to provide the unborn with the justice they deserve after injury or death in violent crimes and important because personhood must be legally redefined to include the unborn. The Unborn Victims of Violence Act needed to be passed in order to provide justice in federal cases of violent crimes against pregnant women. The Lael Peterson case brought this issue to America’s attention after she and her unborn baby, who was to be named Connor, were murdered. Scott Peterson, who is accused of Laci’s murder, is facing double 1st degree murder charges because California law allows for prosecution on behalf of the mother and the unborn child. California is not alone. According to TomPawlick.com, more than 20 states have laws similar to the UWVA.

Our nation needs this law on the federal level as well, because both victims, mother and child, should get justice. That justice, however, must be derived on the basis that the unborn child is in intrinsically worthy of legal rights. A person’s desire to keep the child is not a valid reason for rights to be given. Legal rights should be provided because the child is a living human being, or redefined because the child is not a living human being. There can be no middle ground.

Unfortunately, some of the statements being made come dangerously close to arguing the case for the unborn on the subjective basis of wanting the child. According to CNN.com, Bush said, "All who knew Laci Peterson have mourned two deaths and the law cannot look away and pretend there was one." While this statement is true, there needs to be a clarification that Connor Peterson deserves justice because he was a human being from the moment he was conceived and he had a God-given right to life. All lives need to be protected from the moment of conception because no other time during development can be objectively determined as the beginning of a life. This is why unborn children who are injured or killed in violent crimes are worthy of justice.

Legally, America needs the UWVA in order to restore the status of the unborn as "persons." Pro-choice advocates are worried and angry because the wording of the UWVA will challenge Roe v. Wade and could cause it to be legally overturned. The law has stirred up controversy because it redefines personhood. This bill is only giving back the rights the unborn had before they were stolen by the Supreme Court. That was when our highest court failed by "redefining the Fourteenth Amendment and wrongly decided that the unborn were not persons." While the Unborn Victims of Violence Act does not have anything to do with abortion, there is a contradiction here regarding the status of the unborn that must be resolved from a legal standpoint as well as a logical one. Either the unborn are living, human beings and they have rights that require protection, or they do not.

NOW, the National Organization for Women, also issued a press release in which they accused the sponsors of this bill of redefining the Fourteenth Amendment. The release said, "The dynamics of this racist bill have derived a strategy to redefine the Fourteenth Amendment, which guarantees equal protection of the law to "persons," which has never been defined as to include fetuses. NOW is wrong. The UWVA is not redefining the Fourteenth Amendment. It was not until Roe v. Wade that the unborn were excluded from the definition of personhood. In this bill is only giving back the rights the unborn had before they were stolen by the Supreme Court. That was when our highest court failed by "redefining the Fourteenth Amendment and wrongly decided that the unborn were not persons." The clear contradiction in legal precedent between the Unborn Victims of Violence Act and the ruling in Roe v. Wade case must be resolved. Both cannot stand. Either the Unborn Victims of Violence Act will be struck down, or Roe v. Wade will be repealed. With the passage of the UWVA our nation has been given a second chance to do the right thing. It is time for the unborn to be given back their status as persons. It is time for them to be given back their right to life. It is time for Roe v. Wade to be repealed.

---

**The UVVA will force America to re-think the moral status of the unborn because it must be based on something more profound than the desire to have the child.**

---

**A leader should bebold and stand up for what he or she believes no matter what."**

—Annie Ryan, Fr.

*Cheaper, Va.*

---

**A leader has to have good Christian morals, integrity and honesty."**

—Beth Carey, Fr.

*Albion, Maine*

---

**You must serve to lead. If you ever want to be a great leader you must carry a towel in your hand."**

—David Gaines Jr., Fr.

*Raleigh, N.C.*

---

**The most important characteristic of a leader is belief in the highest leader, Christ."**

—Melissa Gutierrez, Sr.

*Brooklyn, N.Y.*
There is no doubt that America, while being a major player in the world, is one of the most controversial and often most hated countries. The attacks of September 11, the extreme resistance to America and around the world. Although it is important for the President to maintain level of approval in order to be re-elected, the presidency is not about being loved or despised; it is about making decisions that are ultimately for the good of the people.

One of the most famous political pieces ever written regarding politics, leadership and power is Niccolo Machiavelli's *The Qualities of the Prince*. In his book, Machiavelli details the different leader-ship qualities that are required of a good ruler. According to Machiavelli, leaders must inherently be willing to act in the best interest of the people even if it means going against the will of the people. Machiavelli asks, that, "It is much safer to be feared than loved, if you cannot be both." When the ruler can only be feared, it ensures that he has the respect of the people. If the ruler is loved, however, it is possible for the people to become disloyal. He has repeatedly asserted that wealth and threats are key actions that the United States must take to gain approval from the people.

Not only did Machiavelli contend that leaders must make decisions based on what is right instead of what is popular, many different leaders in the Bible stood up for what they believed. The greatest examples of leadership in the Bible such as Joshua, Caleb, Joseph, David, Zechariah and Jesus Christ all stood against popular opinion and fought for what was right. They all realized that their by fighting for what was right, they still accomplished the challenging tasks they faced.

George W. Bush has made himself a very strong and often unpopular leader during his presidency. He began the war on terrorism after the September 11 attacks, and in many areas of the Middle East searching for and capturing terrorists. Bush strongly supports initiatives to make laws containing marriage between one man and one woman. He has also recently signed into law the Unborn Victims of Violence Act which supports the pro-life view that a fetus is an actual life. Abortion and humanitarian losses are two of the most pivotal and controversial issues in America right now, and Bush has not been afraid to call for and sign laws supporting his actions. Even if people do not agree with him, the actions he has taken are ultimately for the good of the people.

I have had many questions regarding the actions of George W. Bush during his term. One of the most recent has been the issue of the war in Iraq. The attacks of September 11 have been no significant discoveries of weapons of mass destruction. The possibility that Saddam Hussein could have possessed these weapons when he ruled Iraq was one of the founding premises on which Bush built his argument for going to war against Iraq. Since Saddam’s capture, there have been many details uncovered for biological, chemical, and perhaps nuclear weapons. It is unclear what these weapons have been discovered. Despite this, America can rely on the integrity and character of Bush in the decisions that he has made in the past. Although Americans might not know all of the details surrounding different decisions, it is important to know Bush has and should continue to act in the best interest of the people.

Based on the foundation of the Bible, the philosophy from Machiavelli and the strong foundations that Bush has adopted, in order to be clear, it is Bush’s basic philosophy of having a government that agrees with him or not. That is one of the rulesBush has implemented during his presidency. Bush has stood by his convictions despite criticisms and painful opposition.

**Political Assassinations: a necessary plan a cancels**

The September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks strained, at least in the United States, what had previously been a firm ethical and legal component of foreign and defense policy. Political assassinations have been banned as a matter of United States policy since 1971 when President Ford signed Executive Order (EO) 11905. "No employee of the United States Government shall engage in, or conspire to engage in, political assassination." (Section 59(g)). Ford confirmed the ban. Not only was a law passed by Congress, this EO was also occasionally rescinded (or amended) by the President. The horrendous events of September 11 served to focus global attention on the elimi­nation of all terrorism as expeditiously as possible. An example of the effectiveness of a political assassination was the killing of Japanese Admiral Isoroku Yamamoto during World War II. Yamamoto was the master­mind of the Pearl Harbor attack and his assassination materially impeded the Japanese war effort, which in turn helped to defeat the Japanese.

Most recently, Israeli assassinated Hamas leader Sheikh Ahmed Yassin. According to Israel Prime Minister Ariel M. Yassin was the "mastermind of Palestinian terrorism" and a "man whose name is among Israel’s greatest ene­mies." For all practical pur­poses, Israel’s political assassina­tion of Yassin, who was deeply involved in leading Hamas, demonstrated evidence how a country reg­ognizes a direct threat to national security and responds accordingly.

In this new era of combating a shadowy enemy, it is necessary, in my opinion, to modify the EO that banned political assassinations. Any foreign leader, whether associated with a sovereign state or a state alone terrorist, that employs force, threat, or murder in an attempt to destroy American sovereignty should be eligible for the target of a political assassination. Abraham Soliter, a former State Department legal advis­er, contends that, "an order for killing Americans, and is planning to kill more Americans, will be properly per­mit to him or rather to us. Probably more Americans were killed." The order granted in the Bill of Rights evokes the principle of self-determination, which is ultimately the right of a country, to decide what they will do, and not simply be ruled by another.

The breakaway of September 11 serves to focus global attention on the elimi­nation of all terrorism as expeditiously as possible. An example of the effectiveness of a political assassination was the killing of Japanese Admiral Isoroku Yamamoto during World War II. Yamamoto was the master­mind of the Pearl Harbor attack and his assassination materially impeded the Japanese war effort, which in turn helped to defeat the Japanese.
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I am here with you all, having the same interactive thought. However, now that I am in college I have come to realize that life is not all that easy. Most have a simple plot, a consistent cast, and one dear love interest. College life fun time of those college life is not a movie... it is a weekly series because...

-There is always an episode in 90-minute episodes. Like our lives it never repeats the plot, please go by own pace.

- A movie is either a comedy or a drama. But college life varies every week.

- Much like a sitcom, the theme of life itself reminds us of a certain episode you have seen this episode.

-When you least expect it, that character you have always thought left the show (or your life), you thought Left the show (or your life)

—Random road trips

-Jeffrey Rice also

—Post surgery, you can relate to, the themes of his character.

-She choose all of the cast, members, and worked tirelessly with them as they learned their roles in this production.

Karianne Rice, who plays the lead role of Trinette Corderoft, said of Cooper’s direction, “Mrs. Cooper has ways of bringing talented out of even the most average students. She believed that the audience won’t soon forget.

- Passion for the arts

-Krystal, and all the subsequent laughter, tears, and heart-to-heart conversations that took place during the first week...

-Everyone has put so much time into making this show happen, and we want everyone to see the Lud’s. I’ve met many very best friends doing shows here.

—Movies are a form of entertainment.

—Movies are about the beautiful main character, his love interest and the supporting stars, the supporting cast.

—It’s true that one director does not start with opening credits and theme music. But let us be honest, the main purpose frem is to hold us over the daily activities of life. Remember life, if you have a life, is always something to laugh about.

amiyordan

A smile on my face

T he world is a beautiful place. In only one face short weeks, I will be a college junior. I can barely believe it. Time flies, flying days will never be in my column. I find myself very content with life right now. I have never been this happy, clean and in control.

- 30 days, every five years have a different lenography.
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### Article 1: Springtime Allergies

This springtime of your classroom. You see tears streaming down your face. Do you have seasonal allergies? According to WebMD.com, about 20 percent of Americans suffer from seasonal allergies, commonly referred to as hay fever. Seasonal allergies, which is commonly referred to as hay fever, affect approximately 33 million Americans. The Richmond Times-Dispatch describes an allergy as "an abnormal sensitivity to substances, called allergens, that are ordinarily harmless." So how is an allergy treated? Allergens are usually inhaled and swallowed into the skin, which causes a reaction within one's immune system, called the allergy effect. "The symptoms of the beautiful but fallacious graphic illustrate how much extra it costs to keep the art gallery and the artists on display," said Kevin Boyd, a junior fine arts major. "The art show is a black and white picture of an arbor labeled, "Still Life." The show was initiated by Professor Cam Davis, Rusty Towles, and Todd Smith. The Student Art Show aims to bring awareness to the beauty of art and its impact on society. The show will be held from April 2 until May 6.

### Article 2: Student Art Show Reflections of God brightens up the Computer Lab

By Sarah Metherd

As this group sets out, they are preparing themselves mentally, physically and spiritually. They know why they are going and with that in mind, they are setting out to do a good work in God's name. "I want to grab this chance to spread the gospel to the people she will minister to. She also wants to learn if this is a full-time calling in her life. "I want to experience missions first hand."

### Article 3: Getting eager to head to Guatemala

CALLING ALL ART LOVERS—Kevin Boyd's piece under the category of painting is of the beautiful in a graphic illustration. In each category, the students will receive awards for first, second, and third place. For first place in painting is Amina Melkon who named the piece "The Children of Vietnam." The painting shows great detail of the children and their expressions. Amina also won first place in the photography, and graphic illustration category. Art is judged and the artists work is in place for the first, second, and third place. For first place in painting is Amina Melkon who named the piece "The Children of Vietnam." The painting shows great detail of the children and their expressions. Amina also won first place in the photography, and graphic illustration category. Art is judged and the artists work is in place for the first, second, and third place.
The Virginia Army National Guard will give you as much responsibility as you can shoulder. If you’ve got the desire and the drive, you can lead your team to the top. On your way to success, you’ll also earn a paycheck, receive money for college, get career training and many more valuable benefits.

Learn to lead a team to higher goals. Join the Virginia Army National Guard.

1-800-GO-GUARD - www.1-800-GO-GUARD.com
Undefeated spring season complete

By Megan Felta
SPORTS EDITOR

"We played together, we played composed, and we played good soccer," said Assistant Coach Ben Strawbridge.

Head Coach James Price said the Liberty women's soccer team has "accomplished what we set out to do.

The Lady Flames finished off their spring season with a tournament at James Madison University on Saturday. Liberty un­stated their undefeated spring season as they beat Virginia Tech 3-1 and tied JMU 0-0. The team had two great performances against two very tough teams.

Saturday's seer was the best results that the Flames have had against these teams in history. "Two years ago we couldn't compete with these teams," said Price. "Now we are playing at their level and beating them.

"It was the most complete soccer we have ever played," Strawbridge said. Their passing was good, the first touch was clean, and they went psycho in the box. "They did exactly what we asked them to do.

The team was low on numbers, as they had been dealing with injuries all spring, but they battled to the final whistle. "It was a great end to an undefeated spring," said Strawbridge. "A good way to look forward.

This weekend is just an indicator of how hard the team has been working. "We have come a long way and proved that we are not for sale," said Price.

"This is why we play a tough schedule, so we can see teams like this," said Price. Playing teams with the talent of JMU will give Liberty experience that will help them win the Big South in future years.

Though Price was reluctant to single any player out, he said, "Lauren Zobolka had the greatest performance by a Liberty soccer player ever.

MVP Trophy: In Blair's possession now

Continued from Page 14

Growing out of the tournament with MVP honors, Head Coach James Price said the Lady Flames picked up big victories against Virginia Tech and one more against JMU. She tallied 18 points in the Big South Championship, was where Blair made his strongest case for the MVP honor. He set the tournament record for three-pointers, scoring 10 points. In the championship game, was where Blair made seven and he fin­ished with 22 points in just 28 minutes.

The game before he was just as remarkable. He scored 32 points and had 10 rebounds in leading the Flames to the semi-final win versus Liberty's nemesis, the University of Coastal Carolina.

Both made a solid case for the award, but in the end it was Blair who had his team behind and in the end the award did not mean the deal. In the end, Price was the biggest upset of the weekend.

This weekend is just an indicator of how hard the team has been working. "We have come a long way and proved that we are not for sale," said Price.

"This is why we play a tough schedule, so we can see teams like this," said Price. Playing teams with the talent of JMU will give Liberty experience that will help them win the Big South in future years.

Though Price was reluctant to single any player out, he said, "Lauren Zobolka had the greatest performance by a Liberty soccer player ever.

The team heads into the training schedule but the coaches are confident that the women will work hard. "As they told the team, "This spring's newness is enough to get everyone motivated for hard work." It will be a test to each player's discipline. Looking at the team this spring, it is a test they will pass with flying colors.

Coach Price sends the team off with one last word of encouragement. "The Big South is played in November but it is won or lost in the summer," he said.

Pre-order the 2004 Selah Yearbook for only $30 before May 7th!

The 50th edition of the Selah Yearbook highlights events from August of 2003 through Graduation of 2004. To pre-order now email yearbook@liberty.edu or send the following order form to:

Selah Yearbook, 1971 University Blvd. Lynchburg, VA 24502

Name: ____________________________
Contact Phone: ____________________
Email: ____________________________

Yes! I want to pre-order my Selah Yearbook for $30.
Please mail my yearbook for $5 to the following address:

Make check payable to Selah Yearbook. Yearbooks will arrive this summer.

You may pick up your book in August or have it mailed to you. Credit card orders can be accepted by calling 434-582-2206.

Distinctively Different.

Enjoy our outdoor patio! Relax as the beauty of Lynchburg accompanies your dining experience. We’ll meet your needs with the finest food and service. Enjoy your meal at J.T. McWane’s!

March 28, 2004
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**Track:** Flakes take both men and women's multi-events

The longer distances also proved successful for the Flames as in the 3,000 meters, Josiah Hagan placed second in 9:42.36 while Mike Hagan was fifth in 9:53.13. Mike also placed high in the 5,000 meters as he finished third. Senior Josh Zeeland ran a tough and gutsy 8th place. Josh did not have the experience to get his way to a fourth place finish. Another area of dominance for the Flames was in the women's hurdles as both Mitch Hinkle, Mike Hagan, and Jegon Green scored decisive points for the team. Brindal won the event in a time of 14.78, while Hagan was second in 15.64, and Green fifth in 16.19. The high jump also was a pivotal event for the Flames as they placed fifth. Brindal set the event with a leap of 6'07.50" while teammates Mark Master was second, also jumping 6'07.50". Thomas Sebold took third and Larry Evans was fifth.

LEDING the way for the Flames was triple

**Softball splits double-header with ECU**

This season has been tough for the Lady Flames (27-32). It hasn't been as successful as they wanted it to be, but it definitely is, and will continue to be, a learning experience.

After Monday's game was postponed due to rain, the Flames resumed action on Wednesday against the Longwood Lancers (17-35) and then Saturday with a double header against East Carolina.

In Saturday's action, the Flames won the first game of the double header in the bottom of the seventh inning when Lindsey Stidhol singled in Lauren Larkins from second base with two outs scoring the winning run. The second game didn't turn out so well for the Lady Flames as they lost 4-0. Longwood extended their lead in the third inning with four more runs when a two-RBI double by Heather Williams erased a 1-0 lead. The Lancers built on their lead and added runs in the fourth and fifth innings and put the game away in the sixth inning with the last three runs.

Floyd suffered the loss as she allowed four runs, 17 hits and three walks in five innings. Williams, Longwood's pitcher, was stellar with a 0.00 ERA. The Lancers got their fifth run on a wild pitch as Abbey Welch crossed the plate to give Longwood a 5-0 lead. The Lancers built on their lead and added runs in the fourth and fifth innings and put the game away in the sixth inning with the last three runs highighted by a home run by Tennessee Martin. The Lady Flames lost 6-0. After Thursday's loss marked the Flames' third consecutive loss of the game.

Longwood pitcher Abbey Welch improved her record to 7-8 as she allowed five runs on six hits in just over two innings of action before she was replaced by Terra Lowe, who finished they will be facing the top teams in the country. With this in mind, the Lady Flames will be spending a lot of time practicing; they will not have time to be looking for rabbits.

**by Morgan Talbott**

**SPORTS REPORTER**

By Morgan Talbott

**SPORTS REPORTER**

**The Liberty Golf team is coming**

In the Greens, Andy Muse led a collection of strength performances from Liberty athletes. Muse won the shot put with a put of 64.24. Muse also finished fourth in the discus in the fourth and the shot put. Muse also performed very well, scoring a bit more points among the three in the hammer and the javelin.

Larry Evans was fifth.

In the 10,000 meters as he finished third. Falat was fifth in 15:13.38. Melly also placed high in the 3,000 meter steeplechase as she used her experience to gut his way to a fourth place finish. "The high jump also was a pivotal event for the Flames as they placed fifth. Brindal set the event with a leap of 6'07.50" while teammates Mark Master was second, also jumping 6'07.50". Thomas Sebold took third and Larry Evans was fifth.

Zelisko was fifth in the heptathlon, fifth in the 400 hurdles, and second in the 100 hurdles. Greenwood finished second in the high jump, fifth in the javelin, seventh in the pole vault, and ninth in the discus.

In the throws, Andy Musser led a collection of strength performances from Liberty athletes. Muse won the shot put with a put of 64.24. Muse also finished fourth in the discus and fourth in the shot put. Muse also performed very well, scoring a bit more points among the three in the hammer and the javelin. Larry Evans was fifth.

"The high jump also was a pivotal event for the Flames as they placed fifth. Brindal set the event with a leap of 6'07.50" while teammates Mark Master was second, also jumping 6'07.50". Thomas Sebold took third and Larry Evans was fifth.

"Any one that makes the ball go farthest, and keep them going in the same direction." Landrey gives credit to his putting skills. They may even be known for their sleeping habits as Coach Landrey explains, "Jordan Mitchell has a different one, 17-11, to the Pirates.

The second game didn't turn out so well for the Lady Flames as they lost 6-0. Longwood extended their lead in the third inning with four more runs when a two-RBI double by Heather Williams erased a 1-0 lead. The Lancers built on their lead and added runs in the fourth and fifth innings and put the game away in the sixth inning with the last three runs highighted by a home run by Tennessee Martin. The Lady Flames lost 6-0. After Thursday's loss marked the Flames' third consecutive loss of the game.

Longwood pitcher Abbey Welch improved her record to 7-8 as she allowed five runs on six hits in just over two innings of action before she was replaced by Terra Lowe, who finished
With swing of the bat, Garcia powers Flames offense to success

By Terri T. Griffin
SPORTS EDITOR

As a boy, Carlos Garcia spent most of his time on a baseball field, attempting to become as good at the game as he could. He grew up in Baja del Río, Mexico, a beautiful beach resort town with about a 400 people. "There Garcia learned to be an all-out, hustle and bustle player that has pulled me out on the baseball field, attempting to become as good at the game as he could. He mostly of his time on a baseball

Garcia learned to be an all-out, hustle and bustle player that has pulled me out on the baseball

Garcia attended NEO College in the Flames.

Which are leading statistics for home runs, added 37 RBI and has position. He is currently hitting .347.

Garcia is here, being welcomed with opened arms, and is being embraced by his teammates. He has a .957 fielding percentage and has committed nine errors. That is not bad, especially for someone who committed has to fill a hole. "I've been moving all over the place," Garcia said. "I'm going to play wherever they play it."

The fact that Garcia can fill so many positions adequately may come from his sheer athleticism, or may be due to the fact that he maintains such a strong and competitive ethic to the game he loves.

"He has driven in a quite a few runs," said Head Coach Matt Royer. "And he's a competitor." Royer said. "He just gets out and plays to win it.

Coming into Liberty as a junior, Garcia has been playing well and has been a leader. He admits that he may be a perfectionist at times. But he doesn't have to say much, at least not when his bat is doing most of the talking. "I would say he's more of a quiet leader," Royer said. "He just gets out and plays to win it.

But Garcia does get the team going during a big hit, and he's a competitor," Royer said. "I don't care if he's a senior or a junior. I always want to step up. I like to yell and yell really hard. And then they don't understand me because I yell in Spanish. But I just want to get some desire on the team, so play a little better here."

Desire does seem to fit Garcia's mold very well. In fact, he has the desire to see his team do well. "We need to make some good decisions," he said. "We've got to be practicing a little more. Everything is in the mind, so if we work mentally, we will be fine for the postseason."

Garcia is unsure of his future plans. He is majoring in business, and wants to eventually be involved in the international business world. "I don't have anything yet, so I'm just waiting to see what happens when this season is finished." While the Flames begin to make their push for the postseason, one thing is certain. Garcia will be a guy that plays hard in his role for the rest of his career in a Flames uniform.

Baseball: Routed by Big South leading Panthers

Continued from PAGE 14

Two errors on Sunday cost Jones a chance to get his already impressive season any better.

Garcia added another single.

If the Flames are to be successful this season is finished. While the Flames begin to make their push for the postseason, one thing is certain. Garcia will be a guy that plays hard in his role for the rest of his career in a Flames uniform.

The Panthers would not hear of it. They shut the door on the Flames 1-0.
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Desire does seem to fit Garcia's mold very well. In fact, he has the desire to see his team do well. "We need to make some good decisions," he said. "We've got to be practicing a little more. Everything is in the mind, so if we work mentally, we will be fine for the postseason."

Garcia is unsure of his future plans. He is majoring in business, and wants to eventually be involved in the international business world. "I don't have anything yet, so I'm just waiting to see what happens when this season is finished." While the Flames begin to make their push for the postseason, one thing is certain. Garcia will be a guy that plays hard in his role for the rest of his career in a Flames uniform.
Record books revisited in wild loss

Amanda Maska's 7 RBI in one game becomes new standard for softball sluggers

Baseball battles, but is swept by Birmingham